2010 NJ-TSA State Middle School Conference Award Ceremony
Welcome!

Dr. Matthew Cathell
Interim Chair,
Department of Technological Studies
The College of New Jersey
President:
  Tyler Roses, Howell High School
Vice President:
  Joshua Ma, High Technology High School
Secretary:
  Betty Liu, High Technology High School
Treasurer:
  Brian Blood, Howell High School
Sergeant-at-Arms:
  Anthony Graybush, Howell Memorial Middle School
Reporter:
  Simone Scafide, Clearview Regional High School
Middle School Competitive Events Results!
Agriculture and Biotechnology Issues

First Place
Katelyn Kennedy & Sarah Werkley
Howell Memorial Middle School
Career Prep Winners

Third Place
Phil Peker

Second Place
Nikki Whritenour

First Place
Jessica Gray
Chapter Team

Second Place
Andre’ Langenberger, Anthony Papiomitis, Adam Wielebinski, Quinton Ulrich, Julian Fishman, Russell Parsons

First Place
Meghan Lubrecht, Kelly Szaniawski, Nicholas Curcio, Cheer Tsang, George Gonzales, Amanda Derosa
Communication Challenge

Third Place
Kristen Stiehl

Second Place
Caroline Sullivan

First Place
Erin Schafer
First Place
Jayne Lynn
Vivie Lee
Dragster

Third Place
Gabi Romano

Second Place
Brendan Rack

First Place
Hunter Grimes
Second Place
Kristiana Wodzinski

First Place
Alex Erlich
Electronic Gaming

Third Place
Marisol Guzman, Caterina Powell
Lake Riviera Middle School

Second Place
Ryan Devosa, Troy Egar
Howell Middle School South

First Place
Andy Ponici, Jonathan Wong
Heritage Middle School
Engineering Structure

Third Place
Jake Hoffer, Billy Mandl
Heritage MS

Second Place
Chris Michaels, Matthew Penna
Lake Riviera MS

First Place
Sesbastion Ferro, Robert Robisky
Howell Memorial MS
Environmental Focus

Third Place
Shane Ploe, Ty Godfrey, Daniel Young

Second Place
Katelyn Kennedy, Sarah Werkley

First Place
Steven Cheng, Janice Gu, Andrew Herczak
Flight

Third Place
Menglong Guo

Second Place
Andrew Mato

First Place
Christina Tai
Go Green Manufacturing

Third Place
Sebastian Ferro, Greg Lacko, Dylan Valente

Second Place
Julian Fishman, Ira Matthews, Quinton Ulrich

Third Place
Richard An, Jason Brandsdorfer, Cole Hadley
Graphic Design

Third Place
Ashley Staszak

Second Place
Bryan DaSilva

First Place
Grace Ming
Inventions and Innovations

**Third Place**
Brian Dennis, Joshua Doughtery, Evan Lewis

**Second Place**
Lauren Sturm, Kelly Holt, Katrina Vinkman, Gabby Riggio

**First Place**
Emily Miller, Napat Sutthasasinwong, Adam Steinmark, Paul Chang
Lights, Camera, Action

Third Place
Michelle Bencivengo, Ariadna Camayo, Keturah Orji, Yara Rincon, Nilay Sarki

Second Place
Crutis McDevitt

First Place
Joanna D’avella, Caitlin Lawlor, Maria Santana
Medical Technology Issues

Third Place
Brandon Glovich, Sedona Micale

Second Place
Veda Nambi, Ashwini Rananathan

First Place
Bobby Matthews, Justin Cagnassola
Prepared Speech

Third Place
Steven Moon

Second Place
Riant Alelov

First Place
Zach Dresher
Problem Solving

Third Place
Greg Lacko, Samuel Philip

Second Place
Jennifer Hoffman, Harrison Wein

First Place
Noah Brown, Anthony Depack
Technical Drawing

Third Place
Brendan Segal

Second Place
Krystal Chong

First Place
Matt Tang
Techno Talk

Third Place
Kristina Delgaiso, Bayley Hart

Second Place
Peter Kane, Michael Kim, Matt Lintz, Patrick May

First Place
Rebecca Gonzalez, Mitzi Ramierz, Chris Kelly, Mike Veverka
Tech Bowl

Third Place
Benjamin Poissweoux, Yara Rincon, Erica Phung

Second Place
Albert Cao, Sedona Micale, Irving Nestor

First Place
Dustin Callahan, George Fossetta, Ali Raoofi
TSA Cup: Marine Design

Third Place
Nitay Capsi, Sarfraz Akmal, Ethan Elrich

Second Place
Mike Christie, Mark Schilichting

First Place
Dominik Coorman, Subroto Shinha, Joel Rajah
Website Design

Third Place
Marc Anastacio, Andrew Mato, Abby Skorupski, Brian Zwickel

Second Place
Greg Lacko, Irving Nestor, Samuel Philip

First Place
Ramita Gowda, Elisa Idrodo, Sydney Jackman, Dan Laveman, Tal Lipshitz
Write Now! Technical Writing

Third Place
Christina Qui Karina Li

Second Place
Alexa Roemer

First Place
Puja Deshpande
Congratulations to Everyone!

Thank you for coming!

(Please remember to pick up your displays and recycle your name badges!)